LAWTEL PRECEDENTS
COMMERCIAL
PROVIDING SWEET & MAXWELL PRECEDENTS ONLINE

HELPING YOU FOCUS ON WHAT’S REALLY IMPORTANT
APPLYING YOUR EXPERTISE, NOT DRAFTING AND ASSEMBLING DOCUMENTS...
Sweet & Maxwell Precedents offer you a quicker way of drafting and assembling documents,
which means you can spend more time on your clients, and less on your paperwork.
Our commercial precedents are supported by an in-house team of qualified practitioners
who continually check for accuracy and ensure documents are always up to date.
COMPREHENSIVE CONTENT
Documents from the Sweet & Maxwell looseleaf title
Practical Commercial Precedents provide all the
precedents and clauses you need, together with expert
advice on preparing legal documentation for both
common and specialist commercial situations.
Helpful drafting guides accompany a number of the
precedents, giving you expert commentary and specific
guidance on how to use them. Special icons also
appear next to individual clauses which are further
supported by commentary.
Over 230 Sweet & Maxwell key commercial precedents,
are available in addition to clauses and drafting guides.
Each precedent is supported by clear and concise
supplementary notes written by our team of expert
contributors, who provide advice on alternative clauses
as well as a general overview of the scenario in which
that particular precedent can be adopted.

STRAIGHT TO THE POINT

Coverage includes:
• Organisation of a business
• Public companies
• Sale of shares and businesses
• Management buy-outs and equity funding transactions
• Employment
• Pensions
• Intellectual property
• Computer contracts
• Internet
• Agency and distribution
• Franchising
• International joint ventures
• Credit and finance
• Consumer credit
• Leasing and hire
• Sales of goods
• Merchandising and sponsorship
• Sports contracts
• Commercial property development

SUPERIOR AUTHORSHIP

LAWTEL’S FUNCTIONALITY

General Editor
Daniel Rosenberg is a partner in the Corporate Department of Taylor
Wessing with broad experience in a wide range of corporate issues,
including M&A, joint ventures, strategic alliances and corporate finance
transactions. He is a member of the firm’s International Corporate Group,
which is regarded as a market leader in the area of inward investment.

Lawtel Precedents also includes the following unique features:
Free-to-use House Style Tool
Allows you to customise documents to your firm’s own house style.
It’s easy to set up yourself and applies to all downloaded precedents.
Simple Search and Browse
Perform searches across precedents and clauses. You can also browse
by title and subject category, and search for precedents and clauses
by keyword.

Editors
Neil Sinclair was for many years the senior partner of Berwin Leighton
Paisner and the original author of Sinclair on Warranties and Indemnities
on Share and Asset Sales. He is the editor of and a contributor to
Commercial Transactions Checklists and on the editorial board of
Company Directors: Law & Liability.

Supporting Information
General commentary is available to ensure you have all the background
information required.

David Marchese is a partner at Davenport Lyons specialising in
commercial contracts. He also contributes a section to Commercial
Transactions Checklists.

My Favourite Precedents
Save links to the precedents that you use the most. Sign up and be
alerted by email when your favourite precedents have been updated.

John O’Connell is head of Jeffrey Green Russell’s Company and
Commercial Department. The core of John’s practice is corporate and
commercial transactions and advising on company law. On the
commercial side he has notable experience in advising on the acquisition
and exploitation of big-ticket, sports-related commercial rights.

Select/De-select Clauses
Choose to de-select optional clauses before downloading the
precedents, and all clauses will be automatically renumbered.

Nic Ralph is a partner at the specialist employment law practice,
Archon Solicitors. He is a leading advisor to employers and senior
executive clients on a wide range of employment matters in a variety of
sectors including the City, Financial and Professional. He is also a
contributor to Company Directors: Law & Liability.

Email/Download/Print
Email, download and print individual precedents and drafting guides.
Email Alerts
Be updated by email on new and amended precedents.

LAWTEL FIRSTPOINT
Lawtel FirstPoint, a separate subscription service, is the first place to
consult when processing legal transactions.
Providing access to core research materials, Lawtel FirstPoint
Commercial gives you step-by-step guidance on each matter linked to
relevant case law, legislation and precedents where appropriate.
The service focuses on delivering a cost-effective and practical online
solution, comprising key commercial checklists and guides, which cover:
• Insolvency
• Licensing
• Intellectual Property
• Pension schemes
• Marketing of goods
• Company and business formation
and services
and organisation
Please speak to your Sweet & Maxwell Account Manager for a free
trial or subscription enquiries, or call our Helpdesk on 0800 018 9797.

VISIT LAWTEL.COM FOR AN ONLINE DEMONSTRATION
OF LAWTEL PRECEDENTS

LAWTEL PRECEDENTS
OUR DEDICATED SUPPORT STAFF ARE AVAILABLE
TO PROVIDE EXPERT ASSISTANCE
For subscription enquiries or to request a free trial,
please contact the Lawtel Helpdesk:
0800 018 9797
helpdesk@lawtel.com

Thomson Reuters (Legal) Limited (Company No. 1679046. Registered in England & Wales.
Registered Office and address for service: 100 Avenue Road, London NW3 3PF) trades using
various trading names, of which a list is posted on its website at www.sweetandmaxwell.co.uk,
and is part of Thomson Reuters.
Thomson Reuters (Legal) Limited is a registered data controller under number Z7602050.
Your information will be added to the marketing database and will not be given to third parties without your prior consent. Your information will be used to send you relevant marketing
and informational material on our products and services.
If you do not wish to receive information about products and services from the following
please tick the relevant box[es] Sweet & Maxwell [ ] W Green [ ] Incomes Data Services
(IDS) [ ]. If you do not wish to receive information from other companies in Thomson Reuters
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For a detailed privacy statement, a copy, or correction of your information please write to Marketing Information, 100 Avenue Road, London NW3 3PF or call 0207 393 7000.
Thomson Reuters is the world’s leading source of intelligent information for businesses and
professionals. We combine industry expertise with innovative technology to deliver critical
information to leading decision makers in the financial, legal, tax and accounting, scientific,
healthcare and media markets, powered by the world’s most trusted news organisation.
With headquarters in New York and major operations in London and Eagan, Minn. Thomson
Reuters employs more than 50,000 people in 93 countries. Thomson Reuters shares are
listed on the New York Stock Exchange, Toronto Stock Exchange, London Stock Exchange
and Nasdaq. For more information, go to www.thomsonreuters.com
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